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NOTICE OF APPEAL
Appellant, the Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel, pursuant to R.C. 4903.11 and
4903.13, and S. Ct. Prac. R. n (3)(B), hereby gives notice to the Supreme Court of Ohio and to
the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ("Appellee" or "PUCO") of this appeal to the Supreme
Court of Ohio from Appellee's Opinion and Order entered in its Journal on May 28, 2008; and its
Entry on Rehearing entered in its Journal on July 23, 2008 in the above-captioned cases.
Pursuant to R.C. Chapter 4911, Appellant is the statutory representative of the residential
customers of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. ("Duke Energy" or "Company"). Appellant was a party of
record in the above-captioned PUCO cases.
On June 27, 2008, Appellant timely filed an Application for Rehearing from the May 28,
2008 Opinion and Order pursuant to R.C. 4903.10. Appellant's Application for Rehearing was
denied with respect to the issues raised in this appeal by an Entry on Rehearing entered in
Appellee's Journal on July 23, 2008.
Appellant files this Notice of Appeal complaining and alleging that Appellee's May 28,
2008 Opinion and Order, and the July 23, 2008 Entry on Rehearing are unlawful and
umeasonable, and the Appellee erred as a matter of law, in the following respects that were
raised in Appellant's Application for Rehearing:
A.

The Commission erred by approving a rate design that is unreasonable and
violates prior Commission precedent and poHcy and is against the manifest
weight of the evidence,

B.

The Commission erred by approving a rate design that includes an increase
to the monthly residential customer charge without providing consumers
adequate notice of the Straight Fixed Variable rate design pursuant to
R.C. 4909.18, R.C. 4909.19 and R.C. 4909.43.

C.

The Commission erred by approving a Straight Fixed Variable rate design
that discourages customer conservation efforts in violation of R.C.
4929.05 and R.C. 4905.70.

D.

The Commission erred when it failed to comply with the requirements of
R.C. 4903.09, and provide specific findings of fact and written opinions
that were supported by record evidence.

WHEREFORE, Appellant respectfully submits that the Appellee's May 28, 2008 Opinion
and Order and July 23, 2008 Entry on Rehearing are unreasonable and unlawful, and should be
reversed, vacated, or modified. These cases should be remanded to Appellee with instructions to
correct the errors complained of herein.

Respectfully submitted,
JANINE L. MIGDEN-OSTRANDER
(0002310)
OHIO CONSUMERS' COUNSEL

au6r, (0039223) Counsel of Record
Joseph P.'serio (0036959)
Michael E. Idzkowski (0062839)
Assistant Consumers' Counsel
The Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel
10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3485
(614) 466-8574 (telephone)
(614) 466-9475 (facsimile)
sauer@occ.state.oh.us
serio(a),occ.state.oh.us
idzkowski(giocc.state.oh.us
Attorneys for Appellant
Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal of the Office of the Ohio
Consumers' Counsel was served upon the Chairman of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
by leaving a copy at the office of the Chairman in Columbus and upon all parties of record by
hand-delivery or regular U.S. Mail this 16th day of September 2008.
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John W. Bentine
Mark S. Yurick
Chester, Willcox & Saxbe LLP
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Columbus, Ohio 43215-4213

Mary W. Christensen
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Columbus Ohio 43235
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING
1 certify that this Notice of Appeal has been filed with the docketing division of the
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio in accordance with sections 4901-1-02(A) and 4901-1-36 of
the Ohio Administrative Code.

ler, Counsel of Record
Coimj^el for Appellant
The Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel

BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UIUniES CDMMI^ION OF OHIO
In the Matter of the Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for an ItKrease in Rates.
In the Matter of the Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval oi an
Alternative Rate Plan for Gas Distribution
Service.
In the Matter of the Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Change
Accounting Methods.

CaseNo.07-589-GA-AIR
Case No. 07-590-GA-ALT

Case No. 07-591-GA-AAM

ENTRY ON REHEAKING
The Conunission finds:
(1)

On July 18, 2007, Dvke Energy of Ohio, Inc, puke) filed
applications to increase Its gas distribution rates, for authority
to implement an alternative rate plan for its gas distribution
services, and for approval to change accounting methods. On
February 28, 2008, the parties filed a Joint Stipulation and
Recommendation (Stipulation) resolving all the issues raised in
the application except the issue of residential rate design. By
Opinion and Order issued May 28, 2008, the Commission
approved the Stipulation and, based on the record presented/
adopted a 'Tevelized" residential rate design to decouple
Duke's revenue recovery from the amount of gas actudly
consumed.

(2)

Section 4903.10, Revised Code, states that any party who has
entered an appearance in a Commission proceeding may apply
for rehearing witfi respect to any matters determined in that
proceeding, by filing an application within 30 days after the
entry of the order upon the journal of the Commission.

(3)

On June 27, 2008, the Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel
(OCC) and Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy (OPAE) filed
applications for rehearing. Both applications assert that the
May 28,2008 Order is unreasonable, unlawful and/or an abuse
of the Commission's discretion on the following grounds:
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(a)

The Commission erred by approving a rate
design that imreasonably violates prior
Commission precedent and policy, and does not
produce just and reasonable rates in violation of
Sections 4905.22 and 4909.18, Revised Code.

(b)

The Commission erred by approving a rate
design that discourages customer conservation
efforts in violation of Sections 4929.05 and
4905.70, Revised Code.

(c)

The Commission erred when it failed to comply
with the requirements of Section 4903.09, Revised
Code, and provide specific findings of fact and
written opinions that were supported by record
evidence.

In addition to the foregoing common tiuee arguments, OCC
adds a fourth ground for rehearing: that the Commission erred
by approving a rate design which increases tiie monthly
residential customer charge vdthout providing consimiers
adequate notice of the new rate design pursuant to Sections
4909.18,4909.19 and 4909.43, Revised Code.
(4)

On July 7,2008, Duke filed a memorandiun in opposition to the
applications for rehearing.

(5)

Before addressing these arguments, we would note that the
opinion contains a clerical error which we now correct, nunc pro
tunc. In the summary of the stipulation on page 6, the Opinion
incorrectiy slates that Duke's revenue increase of $18,217,566 is
based on an 8.15 percent rate of return, The stipulated revenue
increase was based upon a rate of return of 8.45 percent,

(6)

With respect to the applications for rehearing, we first observe
that neither OCC nor OPAE raises any issues which were not
fully considered and rejected in the Opinion at pages 12-15 and
17-20. As noted therein, the only unstipulated issue left to the
Commission in this proceeding is the adoption of a new
residential gas distribution rate design which would reduce or
eliminate the link between natural gas sales volumes and the
utility's revenue requirement in order to more closely match
costs and revenues such that customers pay their fair share of
distribution costs, to reduce or eliminate any disincentive for
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the utility to promote conservation programs, and to afford the
utility a reasonable opportunity to recover fixed costs. Our
choice was between the two approaches deemed most
appropriate to accomplish this decoupling: (1) a modified
"straight fixed^-variable (SFV)" or "leveHzed" rate design,
which recovers most fixed costs in a flat monthly fee; or (2) a
decoupling rider, which maintains a lower customer charge
and eJIows the company to ofeet lower sales through an
annually adjusted rider. For the reasons set forth in the record
and our Opinion, we believe the levelized rate design best
balances the interests of customers and tiie utility.
(7)

The first ground for rehearing listed by both OCC and OPAE is
that our adoption of a levelized rate design violates prior
Commission precedent, as well as the regulatoiy principles of
gradualism and rate continuity, thereby producing unjust and
unreasonable rates in violation of Sections 4905.22 and 4909.18,
Revised Code. In examining these claims, we first observe that
this Commission is not boimd by any statutory requirement
relating to the regulatory principle of gradualism, which is only
one of many important regulatory principles. However,
consistent with the principle of gradualism, the Commission
noted at page 19 of oiu* Opinion that the new levelized rate
design best corrects the traditional rate design inequities while
mitigating the impact oi the new rates on residential customers
by maintaining a volumetric component to the rates, by
phasing in the increase over a two-year period, and by not
reflecting the full extent of Duke's fixed costs in the proposed
fixed charge. We also noted that the Pilot Low Income
Program, aimed at helping low-income, low-use customers pay
their bills, was crucial to our decision. Furthermore, OCC and
OPAE continue to compare the new flat monthly fee with the
customer charge imder the previous distribution rate structure.
Such comparisons are misleading and distort the impact on
customers, since any analysis of the impact ot the new levelized
rate structure should consider the total customer distribution
charges, including the current Rider AMRP and the volumetric
charge. We note that, in association with the adoption of the
levelized rate design, the volumetric charge reflected on the
bills of residential customers will be reduced as the customer
charge is phased-in to reflect the elimination of the majority of
the company's fixed costs from the volumetric chai^.
Moreover, as noted in our Opinion, at page 18, the new rate
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design also achieves the important regulatory principle of
matching costs and revenues to ensure that customers pay their
fair share of distribution costs. Accordingly, the Commission
finds that OCC's and OPAE's requests for rehearing on such
basis should be denied.
(8)

With respect to the second common groimd for rehearing, both
OCC and OPAE assert that the Commission erred by
approving a rate design that discourages customer
conservation efforts in violation of Sections 4929.05 and
4905.70, Revised Code. This argument was fully considered
and rejected in the Opinion at pages 14-15 and 18-19. There is
no dispute that both the modiJFied straight fixed-variable rate
design and the decoupling rider reduce or eliminate any
disincentive for utility sponsored or promoted conservation
programs. There is also no dispute that, under both of the rate
designs, a customer who makes coxwervation efforts to reduce
gas consumption will equally enjoy the full benefit of thc^e
efforts for the commodity portion of their ^is biU which
typically represents 75 to 80 percent of their total gas bill.
While imder the levelized rate design, a lower-use customer
who conserves may not reduce his distribution charges as
much as such charges would otherwise be reduced under the
decoupling rider method, it is also true that aU potential
customer savings are not guaranteed under the decoupling
rider mediod due to the attendant imcertainty caused by
periodic reviews and adjustments necessary with the
decoupling rider. Moreover, any greater reduction in
distribution charges achieved through a decoupling rider
would have the effect of preserving the inequities within the
existing rate design that have caused higher use customers to
subsidize the fixed costs of lower use customers. As discussed
in the Commission's opinion at page 19, the Commission opted
to more closely match costs and revenues such that customers
pay their fair share of distribution costs. Finally, this argument
for rehearing disregards the fact that a fundamental reason for
our adoption of the new rate design is to foster conservation
efforts in accordance with Sections 4929.02 and 4905,70,
Revised Code. The only question at issue in these proceedings
is whether a levelized rate design or a decoupling rider better
achieves all competing public policy goals. As discussed at
length in our opinion, we believe the levelized rate design is
the t>etter choice. This ground for rehearing is denied.

07-'589-GA-AIR,etal
(9)

The third common assignment of error is that the Commission
erred when it failed to comply with the requirements of Section
4903.09, Revised Code, by failing to provide specific findings of
fact and written opinions that were supported by record
evidence. We find this assertion to be without merit The
evidence of record and arguments of the parties were fully
considered as reflected in the Opinion at pages 12-15 and 17-20,
in accordance with Section 4903.(», Revised Code. The
undisputed evidence of record is that the new levelized rates
will more closely match fixed costs with fixed revenues,
thereby ensuring that residential distribution customers pay
their fair share of the costs iiHnirred to serve them. Our
adoption of this new rate design was conditioned upon this
consida:ation and upon other important factors, including the
gradual phase-in of these new rates and the company's new
low-income assistance plan,

(10)

OCC also identifies a fourth basis for rehearing in arguing that
our approval of the new levelized rate design violates Sections
4909.18, 4909.19 and 4909.43, Revised Code, by increasing the
monthly residential customer charge without providing
consumers adequate notice.
We find this argument to be without merit. Sections 4909.18,
4909.19, and 4909.43, Revised Code, direct the utility to notify
customers, mayors and legislative authorities in the company's
service area of the application and the rates proposed therein,
Duke served upon mayors and legislative authorities and
published in newspapers throughout its affected service area
notices that met the requirements of Section 4909,18, 490919,
and 4909.43/ Revised Code, as approved by the Commission.
The notice specifically set forth the rates and percentage
increase, by rate schedule, proposed by Duke in the
application, including a reference to and explanation of the
proposed s^es decoupling rider.
OCC relies on Committee Against MRT v. Pub, Util Camm.
(1977), 52 Ohio St2d 231, to argue tiiat the notice failed to
inform customers of the levelized rate design adopted by the
Commission. In the Committee Against MRT case, Qndnnati
Bell Telephone Company (CBT) filed an application v^th the
Commission requesting approval to introduce a new rate plan
for basic local exchange service throughout its service area.

07-589^A-AIR,etal.
The notice submitted by CBT did not include a description of
measured rate service but did include a general reference to the
exhibits filed in the case. The exhibits filed in the case and
refererured in the notice included an explanation of the
proposed measured rate service. In Comntitfee Against MRT,
the Commission approved and CBT issued the proposed
notice. Subsequently, the Commission approved a stipulation
filed by the parties to the case, recommending that the
Commission authorize CBT to provide non-optional measured
rate service on an experimental basis in one exchange. The
couri: held tiiat the notice issued by CBT failed to sufficiently
describe the company's proposal to implement measured rate
service. The court reasoned that the notice failed to disclose the
essential nature or quality of the proposal; that is, to implement
usage-based rates. The Commission finds this case to be
distinguishable firom Committee Against MRT, In Committee
Against MRT, the court foimd that tiie notice failed to disclose
the essential nature of the rates proposed by CBT. The notice in
this case clearly disclosed the nature of the rates, including the
implementation of a decoupling mechanism, as such was
proposed by Duke. Althou^ tiie Commission did not adopt
the decoupling mechanism proposed by Duke, the notice was
sufficient to inform customers of such proposal and to allow
customers to register an ol^ection to a decoupling mechanism
and the increase in rates. In addition, the notice stated tiiat
"[r]ecommendations which differ from the filed application ...
may be adopted by the Coirunission." Accordingly, OCCs
request for rehearing on this basis is denied.
(11)

Finally, the Commission observes that, in addition to
electronically filing its application for rehearing, OCC also
uploaded an electronic video file of the webcast of the April 23,
2008, Commission meeting, where these matters were
discussed at length by the Commissioners. While Commission
webcasts may be instructional on the views of the individual
members, it is well settied that the Commission speaks through
its published opinions and orders, as provided by Section
4903.09, Revised Code. Murray v. Ohio Bell Tel Co,, 54 Ohio Op.
82, 117 N.E.2d 495 (1954). We note that OCC has argued
exactiy this point in a prior Commission proceeding. In
CincinnaH Bell Telephone Company, Case No. 04-720-TP-ALT, et
al., OCC cited Supreme Court of Ohio decisions for the
proposition that commissions, such as this one, only speak

-6-
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through tiifiir published orders (See, OCC's August 9, 2004,
reply memorandiun at 3, in Case No. 04-720-TP-ALT, et al.).
Moreover, the minutes of the Commission meetings are not
considered to be a part of the record in the cases discussed.
Accordingly, the Commission will, on its own motion, strike
this file from the record in these proceedings.
It is, therefore,

ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing filed by OCC and OPAE on June 27,
2008, are denied. It is, further,
ORDERED, That the video file of the April 23, 2008, Commission webcast, which
was electronically filed by OCC with its application for rehearing, is hereby stricken from
the record in these proceedings. It is, further,
ORDERED, That a copy of this order be served upon ail interested persons o£
record.
THEPUBUC
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BEFORE
THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMI^ION OF OHIO
In the Matter of the Application of I>uke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for an Increase in Rates.

Case No. 07-589-GA-AIR

In the Matter of the Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval of an
Alternative Rate Plan for Gas Distribution
Service.

Case No. 07-590-GA-ALT

In the Matter of the Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Change
Accounting Methods.

Case No, 07-591-GA-AAM

OPINION AND ORDER
The Commission, considering the applications, testimony, the applicable law,
proposed Stipulation, and other evidence of record, and being otherwise fuUy advised,
hereby issues its opinion and order.
APPEARANCES:
John J. Finnigan, Jr., Paul A. Colbert, and Elizabetii Watts, 139 East Fourth Street,
Room 25, AT 11, Cmcinnati, Ohio 45201-0960, on behalf of Duke Energy Ohio, hic.
Janine Migden-Ostrander, The Office of Ohio Consumers' Counsel, by Larry Sauer,
Joseph Serio, and Michael Idzkowski, Assistant Consumers' Counsel, 10 West Broad
Street, 18* Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215-3485, on behalf of the residential consumers of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.
David C Rinebolt and Colleen Mooney, 231 West Lima Street, Findlay, Ohio 458403033, on behalf of Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy.
Bricker & Eckler LLP, by Thomas J, O'Brien, 100 South Third Street, Columbus,
Ohio 4321S4236, on behalf of the dty of Cincinnati.
Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry, by David F. Boehm and Michael L. Kurtz, 36 East Seventh
Street, Suite 1510, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, on behalf of Ohio Energy Group and The Kroger
Company.
Chester, Wilcox & Saxbe, LLP, by John W. Bentine, 65 East State Street, Suite 1000,
Columbus, Ohio 43215-4213, on behalf of hiterstate Gas Supply, Inc.
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Vorys, Sater, Seymoiu- and Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff and Stephen M.
Howard, 52 Gay State Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf o£ Direct
Energy Services, LLC and Integrys Energy Services, inc.
Christensen, Christensen, Donchatz, Kettiewell & Owens, LLC, by Mary W,
Christensen and Jason Wells, 100 East Campus View Blvd., Suite 360, Columbus, Ohio
43235, on behalf of People Working Cooperatively, Inc.
John M. Dosker, 1077 Celestial Street, Suite 110, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202-1629, on
behalf of Stand Energy Corporation.
Thomas R. Winters, First Assistant Attomey General, by Duane W. Luckey, Section
Chief, and William L. Wright and Thomas Lindgten, Assistant Attorneys General, Public
Utilities Section, 180 East Broad Street, 9* Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of the
Staff of tile Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.
OPINION:
I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. (Duke, company) is a public utility, engaged in the
distribution and sale of natural gas to approximately 424,000 customers in Adams, Brown,
Butier, Clermont, Clinton, Hamilton, Highland, Montgomery, and Warren counties, Ohio.
As a public utility and a natural gas company within the definition of Sections 4905.02 and
4905.03(A)(6), Revised Code, Duke is subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission in
accordance with Sections 4905.04,4905.05 and 4905.06, Revised Code.
On June 18, 2007, Duke filed notice of its intent to Me an application to increase its
rates. The Commission issued an entry on July 11, 2007, establishing a test period of
January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2CK)7 for the proposed rate increase and a date
certain of March 31,2007, as well as granting certain waivers requested by Duke.
Duke filed the application in Case No. 07-^9-GA'-AIR, seeking to increase its gas
rates on July 18, 2007. Duke also filed separate applications for approval of an alternative
rate plan (Case No. 07-590-GA-ALT) and for approval to change accounting methods
(Case No. 07-591-GA-AAM). As originally filed, Ehike's rate increase application sought
approval for a 5.71 percent annual rate increase, an additional $34 million, over current
total adjusted operating revenues. As part of the alternative rate plan application, Duke
proposes to: (a) extend the term of the Accelerated Main Replacement Program (AMRP)
and the associated rider (Rider AMRP) through the year 2019, (b) establish a process to
recover its future investment in Duke's Utility of the Future initiative through a new rider

07-589-GA-AlR, et al.
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(Rider AU), and (c) create a new sales decoupling rider (Rider SD) to remove any
disincentive for energy conservation initiatives. In the accounting application, Ehike seeks
approval to defer certain coste to be recovered later as a part of the AMRP expenditures
and to capitalize the cost inctured for certain property relocations and replacements.
By entry issued September 5, 2007, the Commission found that Duke's application
in Case No. 07-589-GA-AIR complied with the requirements of Section 4909.18, Revised
Code, and Rule 4901:1-19-05, Ohio Administrative Cbde (O.A.C.) and accepted tiie
application for filing as of July 18,2007. The entry also granted Duke's waiver requests as
to certain standard filing requirements and directed Duke to publish notice of the
application in newspapers of general circulation intiaecompany's service territory. Duke
filed proof of such publication on February 25,2007. To provide interested parties with an
opportunity to make inquiries about the Duke applications, a technical conference was
hosted by the Commission's staff on August 20,2007.
Motions to intervene in these cases were granted to the Ohio Energy Group (OEG),
the Kroger Company (Kroger), Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (Interstate), the city of
Cincinnati, the office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCQ, People Working
Cooperatively, Inc. (PWC), Integrys Energy Service, Inc. (Integrys), Direct Energy
Services, LLC (Direct), Stand Energy Corporation (Stand), and the Ohio Partn^s for
Affordable Energy (OPAE).
Investigations of Duke's applications were conducted and reports filed by the
Commission staff and Blue Ridge Consulting Services, Inc. (Blue Ridge), an independent
auditing firm. Both the report filed by staff (Staff Report, Staff Ex. 1) and financial audit
report fUGd by Blue Ridge (financial audit report. Staff Ex. 4) were filed on December 20,
2007. Objections to the Staff Report and/or financial audit report were filed by PWC,
OEG, Duke, OPAE, OCC, and, jointiy, by Mtegrys and Direct. Motions to strike certain
objections were filed by Duke and OCC Memoranda contra the motions to strike
objections were filed by Duke, Interstate, OPAE, and, jointiy, by Integrys and Direct
On January 25, 2008, a prehearing conference was held, as required by Section
4909.19, Revised Code. In accordance with Section 4903.083, Revised Code, local public
hearings were held on February 25, 2008, in Cincinnati, Ohio, and on March 11, 2008, in
Mason, Ohio.
A total o£ 27 witnesses t^tified at the two local hearings in Cincinnati, while four
people took the stand at the Mason hearing. Two witnesses testified in favor of tlw rate
increase, particularly as to the accelerated main replacement (AMRP) and riser
replacement programs. Another witness testified that, although he was not opposed to the
rate increase if Dxike required additional money to maintain the gas lines, he was opposed
to the extent that the increase is incorporated into the monthly customer charge as

07-589-GA-AIR, etal.
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opposed to the voliunetric charge. The vdtness claimed tiiat applying the increase in such
a manner discourages energy efficiency and adversely affects residential customers with
small homes (Cincinnati Public Hearing I, p. 20-21). The remaining witnesses at the local
public hearings were opposed to the increase, asserting that their utility bills are already
expensive, particularly for individuals on fixed incomes and for low income individuals
and families; while others argued that increasing the customer charge, as proposed, would
discourage conservation.
The evidentiary hearing was called on February 26, 2008, and continued, to allow
the parties additional time to negotiate a setflement of tiie issues in these proceedings. On
February 28, 2008, the parties filed a Joint Stipulation and Recommendation (Stipulation,
Joint Ex. 1) resolving all the issues except the adoption of a new residential rate design.
The evidentiary hearing was reconvened on March 5 and March 6, 2008, Duke and staff
fUed tiie testimony of Paul G. Smith (Duke Ex. 29) and of J. Edward Hess (Staff Ex. 2), in
support of the Stipulation. With respect to die unresolved issue of residential rate design,
Duke presented witnesses Jamra A. Riddle (Duke Exs. 10 and 25), Paul G. &nith (Duke
Exs. 11 and 19), Donald L. Stork (Duke Exs, 13,20, and 22), and Jam^ E. Ziokowski (Duke
Ex. 16); OCC called Wilson Gonzalez (OCC Exs. 5 and 18) and Anthony J. Yankel {OCC Ex.
6 and 17); and Staff presented the testimony of Stephen E. Puican (Staff Ex. 3).
Initial briefs, in support of fheir respective positions, were filed by Duke, OPAE,
OCC, and staff on March 17,2008. Reply briefs weie filed on March 24,2008.
A.

Duke's Motion for Protective Order

On February 21, 2008, Duke filed a motion for protective order for information
attached to the direct testimony of Matthew G. Smith (Duke Ex. 27) and marked as
Attachment MG5-1. Ehike contends that Attachment MGS-1 contains proprietary pricing
information from vendors for equipment necessary for Duke's Utility of the Future
program. The company states that the information for which Duke seeks confidential
treatment is not known outside of Duke and its vendors. Furthermore, Duke states that,
within the company, such information is only disseminated to employees who have a
legitimate business need to know and act upon such information. Accordingly, Duke
considers the information to be proprietary, confidential, and trade secret, as d^Eined in
Section 1333.61, Revised Code, and requests that the information be treated as confidential
in accordance with the provisions of Sections 1333.61 and 4901.16, Revised Code. No
party opposed Duke's request for protective treatment of Attachment MGS-1.
The Commission recognizes that Ohio's public records law is intended to be
liberally construed to ensiu-e that governmental records are open and made available to
the public, sul^ect to only a few very limited and narrow exceptions. State ex rel Williams
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V. Cleveland (1992), 64 Ohio St.3d 544, 549. However, one of the exceptions is for trade
secrets. Section 1333.61(D), Revised Code, defines trade secret as:
pjnformation, including the whole or any portion or phase of
any scientific or technical information, design, process,
procedure, formula, pattern, compilation, program, device,
method, technique, or improvement, or any business
information or plans, financial Information, ox listing of names,
addresses, or telephone numbers, that satisfies both of the
following:
(1)

It derives independent economic value, actual or
potential, from not being generally known to, and
not being readily ascertainable by proper means
by, other persons who can obtain economic value
fi'om its disclosure or use.

(2)

It is the subject of efforts that are reasonable
under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

The Commission finds that Attachment MGS-1 is financial information that derives
independent economic value from not being generally known to or readily ascertainable
by proper means by others who can obtain economic value from its use and that it is
subject to reasojiable efforts to maintain its secrecy. Therefore, we find that it contains
trade secret information, as defined under Section 1333.61(D), Revised Code, and,
therefore, that it should be granted protective treatment In accordance vdth Rule 4901-124, O.A.C., Diike's request for a protective order is granted and the information filed
under seal, as Attachment MGS-1, shall be afforded protective treatment for 18 mcmths
from the date this order is issued. Any request to extend protective treatment shaR be
made in accordance witii Rule 4901-1-24(F), O.A.C.
B,

Duke's Motion for Waiver and Leave to File Depositions

On February 25, 2008, Duke filed a motion for waiver oi a Commission filing
requirement and leave to file depositions instanter, Duke states that depositions were
conducted on February 21, 2008. On Friday, February 22, 2008, Duke filed notice tiiat it
would be filing the deposition transcripts of five witnesses and commenced electronic
transmission of the depositions. However, Ehike states that it subsequentiy learned that
only one of the five depositions was received by the Commission's Docketing Division
before the end of tiie business day on February 22,2008. Accordingly, the remaining foiudepositions were electromcally transmitted on Monday, February 2S, 2008. Duke requests
that the Commission waive the requirement of Rule 4901-1-21(N), O.A.C, that depositions
be filed with the Commission at least three days prior to the commencement of the
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hearing. In this instance, the Commission finds Duke's request to waive the requirement
that deposition transcripts be filed at least three days prior to the commencement of the
hearing to be reasonable. Accordingly^ the request for waiver should be granted.
11.

SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE
A.

Summary of the Proposed Stipulation

The only issue not resolved by the Stipulation is the proposed residential rate
design which was litigated and is expressly reserved for our determination. A new design
is recommended by the Commission's staff and Duke, but oppc^ed by OCC and OPAE.
The city of Cincinnati, PWC, and the commercial and industrial interveners take no
position with respect to this issue (Jt. Ex. 1 at 5). Pursuant to the Stipulation, the parties
agree, among other things, that:

^

(1)

Duke wiU receive a revenue increase of $18,217,566, which
represents a percentage increase of 3.05 percent and is based on
a 8.15 percent rate of return. Duke will not be required to file
the 60-day update filing of actual financial data for the test year
(Jt. Ex. 1, at 5 and Stipulation Ex. 1),

(2)

Ehike's revenue distribution, billing determinants, and rates to
be adopted are shown on Exhibit 2 of the Stipulation, and
assume the adoption of the new residential rate design. The
rates also reflect the shift of $6,000,000 to the residential class,
phased-in over two years, based upon the agreed revenue
requirement and Ehike's updated cost of service study {Id, at 5;
Stipulation Ex. 2).i

(3)

Duke wiU amortize deferred rate case expenses requested for
recovery in its filing in these cases as recommended in the Staff
Report (Mat 6).

(4)

Duke vynll knplement new depreciation rates that reflect the
mid-point between Duke's proposed depreciation rates and the
rates proposed in the Staff Report, as shown on Stipulation
Exhibit 5 (M).

(5)

The allocation of common plant related to the provision of gas
distribution service will be based on an updated allocation

OCC and OPAE object to the characterization of this cost reallocation as a "subsidy/excess" used in d>e
Stipulation (Id. at 5, footnote 6).
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factor of 18.29 percent that excludes the generation plant assets
contributed to Duke by Duke Energy North America, LLC (Id).
(6)

Duke will file actual data to support a Rider AMRP adjustment
for the last nine months of 2007. The Rider AMRP revenue
requirement will be modified to include deferred curb-to-meter
expense and riser expense, net of maintenance savings, for
calendar year 2007. Such net deferred expense shall be
capitalized with carrying charges at an annual rate of 5.87
percent, representing the company's long-term debt rate, and
recovered through Rider AMRP, beginning in this filing. Duke
may elect to recover this expense in any annual Rider AMRP
filings, provided that the recovery does not exceed the Rider
AMRP cumulative residential rate caps. If this deferred
expense causes Duke to exceed the Rider AMRP ciunulative
rate cap in any year, Duke may recover that portion of the
deferred expense that exceeds the rate cap in a subsequent year
as long as the recovery does not exceed the cumulative rate
cap. The new Rider AMRP residential rates are limited on a
cumulative basis as shown on Stipulation Exhibit 4, at 3, and
recoverable pursuant to the Rider AMRP revenue allocation
described in paragraph 9 of the Stipulation. Duke may
implement these rates, effective with the beginning of the first
billing cycle following issuance of the Commission's order,
adjusted as necessary to permit the company full recovery of
the revenue increase through May 1, 2009, subject to refund,
upon Commission approval (Id. at 6-7).

(7)

Following the implementation of new Rider AMRP rates, Diske
will file a pre-filing notice and application annually to
implement subsequent adjustments to Rider AMRP, beginning
in November 2008.^ Tlie annual filing will support the
adjiistment to Duke's revenue requirement for any increase to
Rider AMRP. Duke shall continue to make its Rider AMRP
axmual filing imtil the effective date of the Commission's order
in Duke's next base rate case (Id, at 8-9).

Alttiough the Stipulation directs Duke to make its annual filings in Case No. 07-589-GA-AIR, each
annual review should be fUed in a new case to accommodate the operational effidendes of the
Commission's Docketing Infonnation System, Tliese annual review cases will be linked to the instant
pioceedings, and Duke should serve all parties to thesQ proceedings with each prrfOing notice and
annual AMRP applicatioa
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*

(8)

Duke's revenue requirement calculation and Rider AMRP
application filed witi\ the Commission shall include the postMarch 31, 2007 (date certain) original cost and accumulated
reserve for depreciation of property associated ivith the AMRP
program that is used and useful on December 31 of the prior
year in the rendition of service as such property is associated
with the AMRP and riser replacement programs, including
capital expenditures for new plant (including but not limited to
new mains, services and risers), adjustments for the retirement
of existing assets, calculated Post-hi-Service Cariying Charges
("PISCC") on net plant additions and related deferred taxes
until included in rates for collection in Rider AMRP, a proper
annual depreciation expense, and any sums of money or
property that Ehike may receive to defray the cost of property
associated with the AMRP capital expenditure. The return
assigned to the recovery of all such net capital expenditures
shall be at a pre-tax weighted average cost of capital of 11.7
percent (irf. at 9-ll).3

(9)

Duke will substantially complete the AMRP by the end of 2019
and will complete the riser replacement program by the end o£
2012, Duke will file an application with the Commission for
approval to extend the AMRP program if not substantially
completed by the end of 2019 {Id. at 12).

(10)

Duke shall maintain its alternative regulation commitments
until the effective date of the Commission's order in the
company's next base rate case, except that the incremental
$1,000,000 in funding for weatherization shall be funded
through base rates.^ If, for any reason, Duke does not expend
the $3,000,000 gas weatherization funding amount in any year,
the amount not expended will be carried over to the following
year and added to the annual $3,000,000 funding to be available
for distribution to weatherization projects during that year. If a
weatherization service provider does not meet its contract
requirements, including its failure to meet deadlines, following
consultation with tiie Duke Energy Community Partnership
(Collaborative), Duke wiU reprogram the remaining funding to

-8-

Tliis rate of return is based on a 10.4 percent return on equity.
OCC agrees with Duke's incremental $1 million weatherization funding; however, OCC doea
not agree that this out-of-teat period expenditure should be collected through base rates, and
asserts that this amount should instead be collected through a rider.
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a different project and/or assign it to another weatherization
service provider so that the funding dollars can be spent
expeditiously and productively (Id, at 12-14). ^

5
6

(11)

The residential rate caps on Stipulation Exhibit 4 apply to Rider
AMRP. Duke may establish deferrals for the expenses of Ae
riser replacement program if these expenses cause Duke to
exceed the cumulative rate cap, inducing a carrying cost of
5.87 percent. The rate caps shall be cumulative rather than
annual caps such that if the rate increase is below the annual
cap in a given year^ the imused portion of 1he cap may be
carried forward to future years but can never exceed the
cumulative cap. If the deferred curb-to-meter expense or the
deferred riser replacement program expense causes Duke to
exceed the cumulative rate cap in any year, then Duke may
recover that portion of the deferred expense that exceeds the
cumulative rate cap in a subsequent year as long as the
recovery does not exceed the cumulative rate cap {Id. at T/),

(12)

The parties agree that Duke shall take over ownership of the
curb-to-metfir service, including the risar, whenever a new
service line or riser is installed or whenever an existing curb-tometer service or riser is replaced, Ehike shall file its tariffs in
these cases such that Duke will be responsible for the cost of
initial installation, repair, replacement and maintenance of all
curb-to-meter services, including risers, except that consumers
shall pay the initial installation costs related to the portion of
service lines in excess of 250 feet. In 2008, Duke will begin
capitalizing rather than expensing the costs currently described
as "Customer Owned Service Line Expense." For this purpose,
Duke will submit proposed tariff changes to Staff for review
and approval, with a copy to parties, prior to filing the revised
sheets with the Commission. Such capitalized costs shall be
recoverable through Rider AMRP (Id, at 12'14).6

(13)

Duke will fUe, within 60 days of the Commission's final order
in this proceeding, a deployment plan for the company's Utility
of the Future Program for 2008-2W9 (Id. at 15-16).

The membeis of the Collaborative include Duke persoraiel and representatives of the OCC, Staff, the
Hamilton County Cincinnati Community Action Agency, Ciiy of Cincinnati, and PWC
Neither Direct, Interstate^ nor Integrys endorse this provision of the stipulation.
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Duke's base rates do not include any amotmt for gas storage
carrying costs. On a going forward basis, Duke will recover its
actual gas storage carrying costs through its gas cost recovery
rider (Rider GCR), without reduction to rale base, as shown on
Stipulation Exhibit 1. Carrying charges associated with the
actual monthly balances of Current Gas in Storage shall be
accrued at a 10 percent annual rate as shown on Stipulation
Exhibit 3. Further, the parties agree that the Commission
should: (a) approve ttie methodology for the calculation of the
storage carrying costs for inclusion in the GCR rate, as
demonstrated in Stipulation Exhibit 3; (b) find that such an
adjustment to Duke's rates is not an increase in base rates; and
(c) approve recovery of such costs in Duke's next GCR filing
following the Commission's order in this proceeding (Id, at 1617).

(15)

Duke shall conduct an internal audit of its method and process
for allocating service company charges to Duke by no later than
2009, and shall provide the audit report to Staff and the OCC
(Zd.atl8).

(16)

Duke shall continue to use the "Participants Test" as one of the
methods for evaluating its Demand Side Management/Energy
Efficiency programs as appropriate; however, Duke shall
continue to use other cost/benefit tests as the Collaborative
deems appropriate (Id. at 19).

(17)

Duke will implement a pilot program available to the first 5,000
eligible customers. The intent of the pilot program will be to
provide incentives for low-income customers to conserve and
to avoid penalizing low-income customers who wish to stay off
of programs such as the Percentage of Income Pajonent Plan
(PIPE), Eligible customers shall be non-PIPP low usage
customers verified at or below 175 percent of the poverty level.
Duke will design a tariff that adjusts the fixed monthly charge
for eligible customers as shown on Stipulation Exhibit 2. These
rates may be adjusted if the Commission does not approve the
fixed customer charge as shown in Stipulation Exhilit 2. Duke
will develop the details for this program in consultation with
Staff and the parties. Duke shall evaluate the program after the
first winter heating season to determine, following consultation
with staff and the parties, whether the program should be

-10-
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continued to all eligible low-income customers, including
considerations of program demand and cost {Id. at 20).
(18)

Duke wUl convene a working group or collaborative process,
open to interested stakeholders, within 60 days after approval
of the Stipulation, to explore implementing an auction to
supply the standard service offer, Duke will report to the
Commission within one year after approval of this Stipulation,
the findings of the working group or collaborative including
the facts and arguments which support and or oppose
implementation of an auction process. The working group ot
collaborative process shall also review whether the present
allocation of 80 percent of the net revenues from Duke's asset
management agreement should continue to flow to GCR
customers only, or should be changed to flaw to GCR
customers and choice customers (Id. at 21-22).

(19)

Duke shall revise its GCR tariff to implement a sharing
mechanism for sharing of net revenues from off-system
transactions.^ Such sharing mechanism shall be effective if
Duke does not have an asset management agreement
transferring management responsibility for its gas commociity,
storage and transportation contracts to a third party, and shall
provide for sharing of the net revenues from off-system
transactions to be allocated 80 percent to GCR and choice
customers and 20 percent to Duke shareholders. The revenue
sharing percentage proposed by implementation of the sharing
mechanism in diis Stipulation is expressly limited to gasrelated sales transactions, and shall not have precedential value
in establishing the sharing percentages for similar electric sales
transactions by Duke. This sharing mechanism, but not the 80
percent/20 percent revenue allocation, shall be subject to
review in future GCR cases (Id. at 21-22).8

(20)

Duke shall meet with Staff and other interested parties to
discuss eliminating customer deposits for PIPP customers and
shall eliminate such deposits if Staff agrees {Id, at 18).

Off-system transactions are defined to include but are not iimifed to Qff-Sj^tem Sale Transactions,
Capacity Release Transactions, Park Transactions, Loan Ttansactions, Exchange Transactions, and any
othei similar, but yet unnamed transactioitfi.
This paragraph does not change the allocation contained in the current sharing mechanismforrevenues
received under DuKe's asset management agreement
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Duke shall review and fully consider the merits of adopting
any new payment plans submitted by any party and, if Duke
elects not to implement such new payment plan, Duke shall
respond to the stakeholder in writing to state the reason for its
decision (Zd. at 18).

(22)

Duke shall review its use of payday lenders as authorized
payment stations and will use its best efforts to eliminate the
use of payday lenders as authorized payment stations if other
suitable locations for the payment stations are available in the
same geographic area. Duke shall provide a list of all payday
lenders utilized as authorized payment stations to Staff and
other interested parties axmuaUy. The annual payday lenders
list is to be provided initially on May 1, 2008, and on May 1,
each year thereafter (Id. at 18-19).

(23)

Duke shall communicate v^ith its customers to educate them
about the difference between authorized and non-authorized
payment stations. Duke shall work with memljers of the
Collaborative to develop the educational materials and
communication strategy (Id. at 19).

B.

Summarv of the Residential Rate Desipi Issue

-12-

This case marks a sea change in the recommendation of the Commission's Staff
with respect to the method of determining a gas utility's residential distribution rate
design. Traditionally, natural gas distribution rates in Ohio have been set by allocating a
relatively small proportion of the fixed cc^ts to the "customer" charge, witti ttie remaining
fixed costs recovered through a volumetric component. However, volatile and sustained
increases in the price of natural gas, along with heigjitened interest in energy conservation^
have called into question long-held ratemaking practices for gas companies. In this
proceeding, Staff and Duke advocate the adoption of a modified Straight Pbced Variable
(SFV) residential rate design that allocates most fixed costs of delivering gas to a monthly
flat fee with the remaining fixed costs recovered through a variable or volumetric
component. Under this proposed new "leveUzed" rate design. Duke's cmrent $6.00
residential customer charge would be eliminated. Instead, residential customers would
pay a flat monthly fee of around $20 to $25, but with a corresponding lower usage
component to recover the remaining fbced distribution costs (Staff Ex. 1, at 30-33, 46-48;
Stipulation Ex. 2; Duke Ex. 29 at 6; Tr. I at 87-88,147-148,159).
In its initia] filings. Duke's proposed residential rate design included a $15.00
customer charge with a sales decoupling rider to address an alleged revenue erosion
problem caxised by declining average use per customer. The Staff Report noted this
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historical trend, but rejected a sales decoupling rider mechanism in favor of a phased-in
SFV rate design. Staffs position was subsequently joined by Duke and the new design
was used for calculations in the Stipulation exhibits, but adoption of the proposed rate
design was expressly reserved for considerationfaythe Commission (Staff Ex. 1, at 30-33,
46-49; Jt. Ex. 1, at 1,5,19-20).
The levelized rate design is opposed by OCC and OPAE, both of whom advocate
keeping the current low residential customer charge and high volumetric rates. In the
alternative, they argue that, if a decoupling mechanism is to be adopted, the appropriate
design is a decoupling rider rather than the flat rates recommended by Duke and Staff.
The other partis to these proceedings either have no interest in residential rate design or
chose not to take a position on this issue.
OCC and OPAE first cite the projected overall growth in Duke's residential gas
revenues for 2008-2012 in contending that Duke has no revenue erosion problem because
any revenue loss from declining sales on a per-customer basis will be more than offset by
future increases in Duke's residential customer base (OCC Br. at 53; OCC Ex. 6, at 5-6;
OCC Ex. 12). OCC and OPAE then argue that, in the event the Commission determines
there is a revenue erosion problem, the Commission should adopt a sales decoupling rider
to unlink revenue recovery from sales, similar to that stipulated to by Vectren Energy
Delivery of Ohio ("Vectren"). See, In the Matter of the Application of Vectren Energy Delivery
of OhiOf Inc. for Approval, Pursuant to Section 4929.11, Revised Code, of a Tariff to Recover
Conseroation Expenses and Decoupling Revenues Pursuant to Automatic Adjustment Mechanisms
and for Such Accounting Authority as May be Required to Defer Such Expenses (md Revenues for
Future Recovery through Such Adjustment Mechanisms, Case No. 05-1444-GA-UNC,
Supplemental Opinion and Order 0une 27,2007).
Staff maintains that the evidence of record clearly indicates that Duke's revenue
erosion problem is real and that the levelized rate design is the better way to balance the
utility's desire for recovery of its authorized return with promotion of energy efficiency as
a customer and societal benefit through control of energy bills. Staff notes that nearly six
million doUars of the total $34.1 million revenue deficiency identified by Ehike in this case
is attributable to declining customer usage and cites the decline in per-customer,
residential natural gas consumption, which has been accderating since the marked price
increases in the winter of 2000/2{X)l, Staff asserts that, as long as liie bulk of a utility's
distribution costs are recovered through Ave volumetric component of base rates, this
decline in per-customer usage threatens Hie utility's recovery of its fixed costs of providing
service. Staff contends that the levelized rate design best addresses this issue while
simultaneously removing the disincentives to utility-sponsored energy efficiency
programs that exist with the traditional rate design (Duke Ex. 11, at 3-6,11; Staff Ex. 3, at 35; Tr. I at 214-216; Staff Br. at 6-7),
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Staff points out that the proposed new levelized rate design is a form of decoupling
that breaks strict linkage between utility earnings and customer consumption by
recognizing that virtually all the costs of gas distribution service are fixed, and the cost to
serve a residential customer is largely tfie same, regardless of the specific customer's
usage. Duke and Staff contend that it is neitiier fair nor accurate to characterize this fixed
component as a customer charge because, under Duke's current rate design, the customer
charge is set at an arttficially low level that only minimally compensates the company for
its fixed costs of providing gas service (Duke Ex. 29, at 6; Tr. I at 159; Staff Br. at 6-8;).
Staff and Chike argue that, since the costs of providing gas distribution service are
almost exclusively fixed, the poposed rate design will more closely match costs and
revenues^ thereby giving customers more accurate and timely pricing signals. They also
contend that spreadii\g the recovery of fixed costs more evenly over the entire year will
help to reduce vmiter heating bills. Staff and Duke allege that customer irwentives to
conserve energy will remain strong becatise 75 to 80 percent of each customer's total bill is
the cost of the gas itself (Staff Ex. 3, at 3-5; Tr. I at 159,214-216; Tr. U at 91-93).
Finally, Staff and Duke suggest that a strict matching of fixed rates with fixed costs
would result in a $30.00 fbced residential distribution charge. However, because the
proposed rate design is a significant departure from current rates, the Stipulation proposes
to phase-in the new design over two years, usir^ a lower fixed charge of $20.25 in year
one, and $25.33 in year two. In addition, the remaining variable base rate component
contains two usage tiers in an effort to minimize impacts on low-use residential customers,
since average and larger usage residential customers will either benefit or be unaffected by
the levelized rate design proposal 0 t Ex. 1, at Ex. 2; Tr. I at 55,87-88,147-148).
OCC and OPAE counter ttiat the stipulated rate design proposal amounts to a huge
jump in the fixed monthly customer charge and violates a 30-year rate-making principle of
gradualism. Moreover, they allege, it would violate tfie state policy U> promote energy
efficiency under Section 4929.02, Revised Code, because the proposed rate design sends an
anti-conservation price signal to consumers, penalizes customers who have invested in
energy efficiency by extending the payback period, and takes away the consumers' abUity
to control their energy bills. In addition, they assert that the levelized rate design is
regressive towards low-use customers, and transfers wealth from low-income customers
to high-use customers who are predominantly high-income customers (OCC Br. at 17-35,
46-55,75-76).
Staff and Duke contend that under the proposed new rate design, high-use
customers will benefit relative to low-use customers, and cite an analysis of PIPP
customers to support the proposition that most low-income customers will actually benefit
from this change. According to Duke witness Paul G. Smith, the PIPP customer data
indicated that the average PIPP customer consumes approximately 1,000 ccf per year, or
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approximately 25 percent more than the average non-PIPP customer and, therefore,
levelized rates wiQ actually reduce the annual cost for the average PIPP customer, and the
cost of tile PIPP program (Duke Ex. 29, at 11-12). Duke and Staff argue that if PIPP
customer usage is representative of all of Duke's low-income customers, then most of
Duke's low-income ratepayers will actually benefit from this policy change. In addition,
they note any adverse impact of the leveHzed rate design wUl be mitigated by the new
low-income/low-use pilot program included in the Stipulation. This program provides a
credit to offset the higher fixed monthly charge for the first 5,000 non-PEPP, low-use
customers verified at or below 175 percent of the federal poverty level (Duke Br. at 17-35,
46-55,75-76).
OCC and OPAE insist that the levelized rates will harm low-income customers and
that the PIPP customer data is not indicative of other Duke low-income customers/ but
offered no data to support this contention (OCC Br. at 46-53; OPAE Br. at 4,8).
III.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A.

Consideration of the Stipulation

Rule 4901-1-30, O.A.C, authorizes parties to Commission proceedings to enter into
a stipulation. Although not binding on the Commission, the terms of such an agreement
are accorded substantial weight. See Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. UtiL Comm., 64 Ohio St.3d
123, at 125 (1992), ciHng Akron v. Pub. Util Comm., ^ Ohio St.2d 155 (1978). This concept is
particularly valid where the stipulation is unopposed by any party and resolves all or
most of the issues presented in the proceeding in which it is offered.
In considering the reasonableness of a stipulation, the Commission has used the
following criteria:
(a)

Is the settlement a product of serious bargaining among
capable, knowledgeable parties?

(b)

Does tiie settiement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the
public interest?

(c)

Does the settiement package violate any important regulatory
principle or practice?

The Ohio Supreme Court has endorsed the Commission's analysis using these
criteria to resolve issues in a manner economical to ratepayers and public utilities. Indus.
Energy Consumers of Ohio Power Co. v, Pub. Util. Comm., 68 Ohio St.3d 559 (1994) (citing
Consumers' Counsel, supra, at 126). The court stated in that case that the Commission may
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place substantial weight on the terms of a stipulation, even though the stipulation does not
bind the Commission (Id.).
The Commission finds that the Stipulation filed in these cases appears to be ti:ie
product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable parties. The signatory
parties represent a wide diversity of interests including the utility, residential consumers,
low-income residential consumers, commercial and indtistrial consumers, and Staff.
Fxulher, we note that the signatory parties routinely participate in complex Commission
proceedings and that counsel for the signatory parties have extensive experience
practicing before the Commission in utility matters.
The Stipulation also meets the second criterion. As a package, the Stipulation
advances the public interest by resolving all issues raised, except as to residential revenue
design, thereby avoiding extensive litigation. While the Stiptilation includes a general rate
increase of approximately three percent across all customer classes, that increase will allow
the company an opportunity to recover its expenses. As for the new AMRP, which now
includes riser replacement and company ownership of certain customs service lines, the
Stipulation continues the mechanism established for the parties and the Commission to
evaluate the reasonableness of the expenses incurred on a consistent, regular basis during
the program until anotiier base rate application is filed by Duke. We conclude that the
continuance of the main replacement program, the initiation of the riser replacement
program and Duke's ownership of customer service lines advances the public interest and
safety. As with the previous program, the new AMRP and riser replacement program
does not sanction cost recovery of any or all yet-to-be-incuired costs and does institute
caps on future recovery. The Stipulation also continues the process imder which each
year's AMRP and riser replacement expenses can be evaluated for tiie next AMRP rider,
while also addressing questions related to over-recovery and treatment of cost savings.
We note that the accounting provisions adopted to facilitate the new AMRP program and
the riser replacement program cease at the completion of each program. The Commission
further notes that the Stipulation provides for the continuation of the weatherization
program and a pilot program for low income customers.
Regarding company ownership of certain customer service lines, Duke should,
upon the request of the customer, work with the customer as to location^ relocation, and,
manner of installation of the service line, to the extent feasible under the gas pipeline
safety regulations. Duke's tariff, and Duke's procedures.
Finally, the Stipulation meets the third criterion because it does not violate any
important regulatory principle or practice, Indeed, the Stipulation provides a resolution
for Duke to economically continue the AMRP and to initiate the riser replacement
program facilitating gas system safety and reliability in^rovements.
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Qn March 14, 2008, Duke moved for waiver of the requirement to file an update of
title partially forecasted income statement and any variances for the test year, pursuant to
Rule 4901-7-01, Appendbc A, Chapter 11(A)(5)(d), O.A.C Duke notes that, as part of the
Stipulation, the parties negotiated a revenue increase and further agreed to recommend
that Duke be allowed to forgo the requirement of Hling actual financial data for tiie test
year (Jt Ex. 1, at 5, footnote 5).
The Commission finds that the Stipulation filed in these matters is in the public
interest and represents a reasonable disposition of all but one of the issues raised in these
proceedings. We will, therefore, adopt the Stipulation in its entirety and grant Duke's
motion for a waiver of the requirement to file an updated income statement in accordance
with Rule 4901-7-01, Appendbc A, Chapter 11(A)(5)(d), O.A.C.
B.

Consideration of the Residential Rate E)esign

The Commission first notes that there is no disagreement in this case that Duke's
residential rates need to go up in order to cover Duke's prudently incurred costs to
provide sarvice. There is also no dispute in this case as to the amount of the increase in
revenues needed to allow Duke to earn a fair rate of return on its investment In addition
to an overall increase in revenue of 3.1 percent, the settiement before us provides for the
assignation of $6 million in costs from commercial and industrial customers to the
residential class. This reallocation reduces a pre-existing subsidy of residential customers
by commercial and industrial customers. Thus, the parties have already agreed that
residential customers, as a class, will pay an increase of 11.9 percent durir\g the first year
and 14.1 percent in the second year for the distribution portion of each residential
customer's bill.
The only issue left to the Commission is the design of the rates Duke should bill
residential customers to collect the revenues agreed to in the settiement. We agree with
Staff that the time has come to re-think traditional natural gas rate design. Conditions in
the natural gas industry have changed markedly in the past several years. The natural gas
market is now characterized by volatile and sustained price increases, caxising customers
to increase their efforts to conserve gas. The evidence of record clearly documents the
declining sales-per-customer trend over the decades. In fact, more than 15 percent of
Duke's revenue deficiency in this rate case is attributable to declining customer usage, a
trend which is not just continuing, but is also accelerating (Duke Ex. 11, at 3-6,11; Staff Ex.
3, at 3-5; Tr. I at 214-216; Staff Br. at 7). Under traditional rate design, the ability of a
company to recover its fixed costs of providing service hinges in large part on its actual
sales, even though the company's costs remain fairly constant regardless of how much gas
is sold. Thus, a negative trend in sales has a corresponding negative effect on the utility's
ongoing financial stability, its atnlity to attract new capital to invest in its network, and its
incentive to encourage energy efficiency and conservation.
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The Commission, therefore, concludes that a rate design which separates or
"decouples" a gas company's recovery of its cost of delivering the gas from the amoimt of
gas customers actually consume is necessary to align the new market realities witii
important regulatory objectives. We believe it is in the interest of all customers that Duke
has adequate and stable revenues to pay for the costs of its operations and capital and to
eixsure the continued provision of safe and reliable service. We further believe that there is
a societal benefit to removing from rate design the current built-in ii>centive to increase gas
sales. A rate design that prevents a company from embracing energy conservation efforts
is not in the public interest Duke's comnutment to provide $3 million for weatherization
projects imder the Stipulation is critical to our decision in this case (Ji Ex. 1, at 12-14).
Indeed, the Commission notes that a commitntent to conservation initiatives wiU be an
important factor in any future decision to adopt a decoupling mechanism. The
Commission encourages Duke to review and furtiier enhance its weatherization and
conservation program offerings. As one part of this review, Duke should adopt the
objective to make cost-effective weatherization and conservation programs available to all
low-income consumers and to ramp up such programs as rapidly as reasonably
practicable.
Having determined that a new decoupling rate design is appropriate, we must
decide the better choice of two methods: a levelized rate design, which recovers most fbced
costs up front in a flat monthly fee, or a decoupling rider, which inaintains a lower
customer charge and allows the company to offset lower sales through an adjustable rider.
On balance, the Commission finds the levelized rate design advocated by Duke and
Staff to be preferable to a decoupling rider. Both methods would address revenue and
earnings stability issues in that the tixed costs of delivering gas to the home will be
recovered regardless of consumption. Each would also remove any disincentive by the
company to promote conservation and energy efficiency. The levelized rate design,
however, has the added benefit of producing more stable customer bills throughout all
seasons because fbced costs ivill be recovered evenly throughout the year. In contrast,
with a decoupling rider, as favored by OCC, customers would still pay a higher portion of
their fixed costs during the heating season when their bills are already the hi^est, and the
rates would be less predictable since they could be adjusted each year to make up for
lower-than-expected sales.
A levelized rate design also has the advantage of being easier for customers to
understand. Customers will transparentiy see most of the costs that do not vary vrith
usage recovered through a flat monthly fee. Customers are accustomed to fixed monthly
bills for numerous other services, such as telephone, water, trashy internet, and cable
services. A decoupling rider, on the otiier hand, is much more complicated and harder to
explain to customers. It is difficult for customers to understand why they have to pay
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more throu^ a decoupling rider if they worked hard to reduce their tisage; the
appearance is that the company is penalizing them for their conservation efforts.
The Commission also believes that a levelized rate design sends better price signals
to consumers. The rate for delivering the gas to the home is only about 20 to 25 percent of
the total bill. The largest portion of the billj, the other 75 to 80 percent, is for the gas that
the customer uses. This commodity portion, the cost of the actual gas used, te the biggest
driver of the amount of a customer's bill. Therefore, gas usage will still have the biggest
influence on the price signals received by the customer when making gas consumption
decisions, and customers will still receive the benefits of any conservation efforts in which
they engage. While we acknowledge that there will be a modest increase in the payback
period for customer-initiated energy conservation measiures with a levelized rate design,
this result is counterbalarKed by the fact that the difference in the payback period is a
direct result of inequities within the existing rate design that cause higher use customers to
pay more of their fair share of the fbced costs tiian low-use customers.
The levelized rate design also promotes the regulatory objective of providing a
more equitable cost allocation among customers regardless of usage. It fairly apportions
the fixed costs of service, which do not change with usage, among all customers, so that
everyone pays his or her fair share. Customers who use more energy for reasons beyond
their control, such as abnonnal weather, large number of persons sharing a household, or
older housing stock, will no longer have to pay their own fair share plus someone else's
fair share of the costs.
We recognize that, with this change to rate design, as witii any change, there will be
some customers who wiU be better off and some customers who vdll be worse off, as
compared with the existing rate design. The levelized rate design will impact low usage
customers more, since they have not been paying the entirety of their fixed costs tmder the
existing rate design. Higher use customera who have been overpaying their fixed coats
will actually experience a rate reduction. Average users will see only the impact of the
increase agreed to by the parties; they vdll see no additional impact as a result of the
Commission choosing the levelized rate design.
The Comnussion is sensitive to the impact of any rate inaease on customers^
especially during these tough economic times. We believe that the new levelized rate
design ttest corrects the traditional design inequities while mitigating the impact of the
new rates on residential customers by maintaining a volumetric component to the rates, by
phasing in the increase over a two-year period, and by not reflecting the full extent of
Duke's fixed costs in the proposed fbced charge. Still, we are concerned with the impact
on low-irKome, low-use customers. Thus, crucial to our decision to adopt Ehike and Staff's
proposed rate design is the Pilot Low Income Program aimed at helping low-income, lowuse customers pay their bills. This new program will provide a four-dollar, monthly
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discount to cushion much of the impact on qualifying ctistomers. To ensure that this
discoimt is available to as many customers as possible, we direct that Duke expand this
pilot program to include up to 10,000 customers, instead of the 5,000 customers specified
in the Stipulation. Pursuant to the terms of the stipulation, Duke, in consultation with staff
and the parties, shall establish eligibility qualifications for this program by first
determining and setting the maximum low usage voliune projected to result in the
iitdusion of 10,000 low-income customers who have previously been defined by the
stipulation to be those at or below 175 percent of the poverty level. The Commission
expects that Duke will promote this program such that to tiie fullest extent practicable the
program is fuUy enrolled with 10,000 customers. Following the end of the pilot program,
the Commission will evaluate the program for its effectiveness in addressing our concerns
relative to the impact on low-use, low-income customers.
We are also concerned about the immediate impact of implementing the levelized
rate design during the summer months when overall consumption is lowest. For the
average customer, tiie new rate design vdll result in lower bills in the winter, but higher
bills in the summer. Our concern is that the fixed charge increase may not be anticipated
by customers who have budgeted for the traditional lower fixed charge diaing the low
usage summer months. To mitigate this impact, we are directing that, from tiie initial bills
resulting from this order through bills covering the period ending September 30,2008, the
fixed charge be set at $15.00, consistent with Duke's original proposal. The corresponding
volumetric rate for those months should also l>e adjusted to compensate for any revenue
shortfall that this adjustment in the fixed charge vrill cause. Thereafter, rates will be as
proposed in the Stipulation. We believe this additional phase-in of the new r^idential
rate structure will give customers a further opportunity to adapt to this change, including
the benefits of the budget billing option.
C.

Rate Determinants:
1.

Rate Base

The value of Ehike's property used and useful in the rendition of natural gas
services as of tiie December 31, 2007, is not less tiian $649,964^74, as stipulated by tiie
parties (Jt. Ex. 1, at Schedule A-1).
The Conmussion finds the rate base of $649,964,874, as provided in the Stipulation,
to be reasonable and proper based on the evidence presented in these matters.
Accordingly, the Commission adopts the valuation of $649,964,874 as the rate base for
purposes of this proceeding.
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Operating hicome:

In accordance with the proposed Stipulation, the parties agree that Ehike's
operating revenue is $597,573,805 and that the net operating income is $43,274,872 for tiie
12 montiis ended December 31,2(X)7 (Jt. Ex. 1, at Schedule A-1). The Commission finds die
operating revenue and net operating income^ as provided in the Stipulation, to be
reasonable and proper based on the evidence presented in these matters. The Commission
will, therefore, adopt thesefiguresfor purposes of these proceedings.
3.

Rate of Return and Authorized Increase:

As stipulated by the signatory parties, under its present rates, Ehike's net operating
income is $43,274,872. Applying this amount to the rate base of $649,964,874 results in a
rate of return of 6.66 percent. Such a rate of return is insufficient to provide Ehike with
reasonable compensation for the gas service it renders to customers. Accordingly, tiie
signatory parties have agreed that Duke should be authorized to iiKrease its revenues by
$18,217,566, an increase of approximately 3.05 percent above current armual revenues.
This would result in an overall rate of return of 8.45 percent, which the Commission finds
to be reasonable.
4.

Rates and Tariffs:

Duke is directed to file a proposed customer notice. Ehike is furth^ authorized to
cancel and withdraw its present tariffs governing service to customers affected by these
applications and to file tariffs consistent in all respects witii the discussion and findings set
forth herein for the Commission's consideration. The approved tariffs will be effective for
all services rendered after the effective date of the tariffs.
FINDlNgqOFFACT:
(1)

On June 18, 2007, Duke filed notice of its intent to file an
application to irMnrease its rates. In that notice, the company
also requested a test year begiiming January 1, 2007, and
ending December 31, 2007, with a date certain of March 31,
2007.

(2)

By entry issued July 11, 2007, the Commission approved
Duke's request to establish the test period of January 1, 2007,
through December 31,2007, for the rate irxarease proposal and a
date certain of March 31,2007.

(3)

Ehike filed its rate increase application on July 18, 2007. On
July 18, 2007, Duke also separately filed requests for approval
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of an alternative rate plan, docketed at Case No. 07-590-GAALT, and for approval of changes in accoimting methods,
docketed at Case No. 07-591-GA-AAM.
(4)

By entry dated September 5, 2007, the Commission fotmd that
Diike's rate increase and alternative rate plan applications
complied xvith the requirements of Section 49(^.18, Revised
Code, and Rule 4901:1'19'05,0.A.C

(5)

The Coirunission accepted Duke's rate increase application for
filing as of July 18,2007.

(6)

OEG, BCroger, Interstate, the dty of Cincinnati, OCC, PWC,
Integrys, Direct, Stand and OPAE each requested, and was
granted, intervention in these proceedings.

(7)

Objections to tiie staff report were filed by Duke, PWC, OEG,
OPAE, OCC, and, jointiy, by Integrys and Direct.

(8)

Duke published notice of its applications and the hearings and
filed the required proofs of publication on February 11,
February 25, and March 12,2008.

(9)

The staff of the Commission and tiie financial auditor filed their
respective reports of investigation on December 20,2007.

(10)

On January 25, 2008 a prehearing conference was held, as
required by Section 4909.19, Revised Code.

(11)

Two local public hearings were held in Cincinnati, Ohio, on
February 25,2008, and another local public hearing was held in
Mason, Ohio, on March 11, 2008, in accordance with Section
4903.083, Revised Code. At tiie Cincinnati hearings a total of 27
witnesses gave testimony and four witnesses gave testimony at
the Mason hearing,

(12)

On February 28,2008, a Stipulation was filed by all the partis
to this proceeding resolving all the issu^ presented in these
matters, except rate design.

(13)

The evidentiary hearing commenced as scheduled on February
26, 2008, was continued until February 28, 2008, and
reconvened on March 5, 2008. At the evidentiary hearing,
Duke and staff each presented one witness in support of tiie
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Stipulation. In regard to the one litigated issue, rate design,
Dvke presented four witnesses, OCC presented two witnesses
and staff presented one witness.
(14)

The Stipulation is the product of serious bargaining between
knowledgeable parties, benefits ratepayers, advances the public
interest, and does not violate any important regulatory
principles or practices.

(15)

The value of all of the compan/s jurisdictional property used
and useful for the rendition of natural gas service to customers
affected by this application, determined in accordance with
Section 4909.15, Revised Code, is not less tiian $649,964374.

(16)

Under its existing rates. Duke's net operating revenue is
$43,274,872, under its existing rates. This net annual revenue of
$43,274^72, when applied to a rate base of $649,964,874, results
in a rate of return of 6.66 percent.

(17)

A rate of return of 6.66 percent is insufficient to provide Duke
reasonable compensation for the service it provides.

(18)

A rate of return of 8.45 percent is fedt and reasonable, under the
circumstances presented in these cases, and is sufficient to
provide the company just compensation and return on the
value of its property used and useful in furnishing natural gas
service to its customers,

(19)

A rate of return of 8.45 percent applied to the rate base of
$649,%4,874 vrill result in allowable net operating income of
$54,922,031

(20)

The allowable gross annual revenue to which the company is
entitied for purposes of this proceeding is $615,791,371.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
(1)

Duke's application for a rate increase was filed pursuant to,
and this Commission has jurisdiction of the application
pursuant to, the provisions of Sections 4909.17, 4909.18, and
4909.19, Revised Code. The application complies with the
requirements of these statutes.
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(2)

Staff and Blue Ridge conducted investigations of the
application, filed their respective reports, and served copies of
the Staff Report on interested persons in accordance with the
requirements of Section 4909.19, Revised Code.

(3)

The hearings, and notice thereof, complied with the
requirements of Sections 4909.19 and 4903,083, Revised Code.

(4)

The Stipulation is the product of serious bargaining between
knowledgeable parties, benefits ratepayers, advances the public
interest, and does not violate any important regulatory
principles or practices. The Stipulation submitted by die
parties is reasonable and shall be adopted in its entirety.

(5)

Duke's existing rates and charges for gas service are
insufficient to provide Duke with adequate net annual
compensation and return on its properly used and useful in the
provision of natural gas service.

(6)

A rate of return of 8.45 percent is fair and reasonable under tiie
circumstances of this case and is sufficient to provide Duke just
compensation and tetoxn on its properly used and useful ia the
provision of gas service to its customers,

(7)

Duke should be autiiorized to carKel and withdraw its present
tariffs governing service to customers affected by these
applications and to file tariffs consistent in all respects with the
discussion and findings set forth herein.

(8)

The levelized rate design, as modified herein, is a reasonable
resolution to address Duke's declining sales volumes per
customer, allow Duke the opportunity to collect tiie revenue
requirement established in this rate case proceeding and
encoiurage Duke's participation in customer energy
conservation prograir\s.
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ORDER:
It is, tiierefore,
ORDERED, That Duke's request for a protective order in regards to Attachment
MGS-1 is granted for 18 months from the date this order is issued. It is, further.
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ORDERED, That Duke's request for leave to ftie depositions less titan three days
prior to the commencement of the evidentiary hearing is granted. It is, further,
ORDERED, That tiie Stipulation filed on February 28, 2008 is approved in its
entirety. It is, further,
ORDERED, That Duke's request for a waiver of the requirement to file an updated
income statement, pursuant to Rule 4901-7-01, Appendix A, Chapter n(A)(5)(d), O.A.C., is
granted. It is, further,
ORDERED, That Duke implem^t tiie levelized rate design for its residential
customers as discussed in this order. It is, further,
ORDERED, That Duke's applicatiorw to increase its rates and charges for gas
service, to implement an alternative rate plan and to modify accounting methods are
granted to the extent provided in this opinion and order. It is, further,
ORDERED, That Duke is authorized to cancel and withdraw its present tariffe
governing gas service to customers affected by these applications and to file new tariffs
consistent witii tiie discussion and findings as set forth in this order. Upon receipt of four
complete copies of tariffs conforming to this opinion and order, the Commission will
review and consider approval of the proposed tariffe by entry. It is, further,
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ORDERED, That a copy of tiiis order be served upon all interested persons of
record.
THE PUBLIC UmiTIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

Alan R. Schriber, Chairman
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CONCURRING OPTNIQN OF
CHAIRMAN ALAN R. SCHRIBER

The straight fixed variable (SFV) option proposed by the PUCO Staff and adopted
here today appropriately speaks to two significant issues. One is the potraitial impact on
low income customers and the other is the desired effect that the Order shall have upon
conservationThe latter consideration is paramount. As we adaiowiedge that there are serious
energy issues, we strive to promote and adopt advanced and renewable energy sources.
While these are necessary and important pursuits, I believe that conservation is the most
important measure of all. Nothing is less costiy or more effective than simply reducing
consiunption. As time goes by, I trust that we will expend many resources adopting
conservation measures on "botii sides of the meter".
What we are attempting to do today is to provide appropriate incentives, through a
rational pricing scheme, to encourage a reduction in the consumption of natural gas. By
"rational", I mean a balanced approach that penalizes neither those -vs^om have already
squeezed tiie last cubic foot of r>atural gas from their budget, nor those whom might be
inclined to "over-conserve''.
The proposed SFV option achieves the optimum balance because it segregates fixed
costs from those costs that are withm the control of the consumer. In contrast, the current
pricing scheme assigns all costs- fixed and variable - to tiie level of usage. The inherent
danger with the current system is that consiuners might be led to believe that the more they
cut back, the more they save. This is true to a point The point happens to be that of
dimirdshing returns; over conservation takes place when the fixed costs of providing the
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service are no longer covered with revenue. This inevitably leads to a rate case and higher
raica,
ix\ ouier
rates. In
other words, if usage-sensitive rates are assigned to fixed costs, and if tisage falls
below a certain point, then fixed costs do not get covered. It is then time for a rate case:
what has the consumer saved?
If the solution is appropriate price sigr\als, then prices must be associated with the
volume of gas alone. In contrast, under the current pricing scheme, the gas company has no
incentive to encourage conservation because those same usage sensitive rates might flow
through to fixed costs as consumption grows, much to the utility's advantage. Under the
SFV, the fixed costs are covered and the company makes no money on the gas commodity.
Therefore, the company might actually promote conservation more aggr^sively.
One alternative to ti\e old conventional method is a decoupling rider mechanism. In
this case. Homeowner A who has already squeezed tiie last cubic foot of im-needed gas
from his home via conservation oriented expenditures is discriminated against. This results
from the make-whole provision that accrues to the utility when Homeowner B begins to
pare down consiunption. In other words, as B's meter begins to spin slower, so too do the
company's revenues. Homeowner A will be compelled to make up some share of the
shortfall, notwithstanding the fact that Homeowner A can cut back consumption no further.
Finally, those who argue tiiat inadequate price signals are the biggest issue need only
look at the impact of budget billing. What signal is being sent when the bill each month is
the same regardless of consumption? Yet, is anyone recommending the elimination of
budget billing?
The other issue in play is that of the income effect of the SFV methodology. One can
conclude that corvsumers of greater amounts of gas will see their bills fall while those at the
low end will see theirs rise. This does not mean that the burden will fall disproportionately
on low-income constunera. There is record testimony that sugg^ts that low-income
consumers, Le., PIPP customers consume more on average per year than others. Clearly,
PIPP customers are protected. Furthermore, while one can play ireely with percentages, the
nominal dollar increases due to the rate restructuring is quite small. As a precaution,
however, the Commission is modifying the stipulation to provide a four dollar credit to ten
thousand non-PIPP customers as opposed tofivethousand provided for in the stipulation.
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AU told, it is important that we arrive at a decision as expeditiously as possible. I
believe that over the years tiie lesson to be learned is that we can never know with one
hundred percent certainty all of the facts and all of the possible outcomes. This is predsely
why the law has provided this Commission with the ability to react to adverse outcomes
should they arise. This is the ultimate constuner protection.

Alan R, Schriber, Chairman
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OPINION OF COMMISSIONER PAUL A. CENTOLELLA
CONCURRING IN PART AND DI^ENTING IN PART
The majority coiKludes that the current residential rate design has a negative
impact on the ability of Duke Energy Ohio (hereafter "Duke", "the Company", or "the
utility") to maintain financial stalrility, attract new capital, and on its incentive to
encourage energy efficiency and conservatioiL And, the majority determines that it is
necessary to decouple the utility's recovery of fbced costs from its volumetric sales. I
concur with the majority in these conclusions and on issues other than residential rate
design. I dissent from the majority regarding how to transition toward a residential rate
design which decouples the recovery of fixed costs from volumetric rates.
Having determined that a new decoupling rate design is appropriate, the
Commission must decide two questions. First, we must decide the better choice between
two decoupling methods: a straight fixed variable (SFV) rate design, which recovers fixed
costs in a flat monthly customer charge, or a decoupling adjustment, which allows the
company to recover the same fixed cost revenue requirement with a lower customer
charge by adjusting subsequent year rates to true up revenues received from volumetric
charges. Second, in the event the Commission finds the SFV rate design preferable, the
Commission should consider how to transition to a rate design which is sigruficantiy
different from the rate structures tiiat have formed the basis of consumer expectations.
Over the long-term, moving in the direction of a SFV rate design is preferable to
keeping a modest customer charge and relying entirely on a decoupling adjustment. Both
methods will address revenue and earnings stability issues in that the fixed costs of
delivering gas to the home wiU be recovered irr^pective of consumption. When fully
implemented, each will remove any disincentive by the Company to promote conservation
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and energy efficiency. And, both metiiods can be implemented in a straight forward
manner and, if appropriately designed, easily explained to consumers as a deliberate or
more gradual transition toward recovering fixed costs tiirough a customer charge.
However, as the ultimate objective, significant movement toward a fixed variable rate
design is consistent with developing a more efficient rate structure. Efficient rate design
seeks to align price elastic rate elements more closely to marginal costs, while recovering a
larger portion of any residual revenue requirements through comparatively price inelastic
charges. Experience shows that there is a significant price response to irxrreases in
volumetric charges, as evidenced by the recent steep reductions in average per customer
consumption as gas costs increased. Given that customer charges are paid to provide
access to gas service, it is reasonable to expect comparatively less price response with
respect to increases in the oistomer charge. Over the long-term, this supports significant
movement toward a SFV rate design in which a larger portion of the compan/s fixed cost
revenue requirements is recovered tiirough the customer charge.
Additionally, the SFV rate design will reduce the month-to-month variation in
customer bills as fixed costs will be recovered evenlytiuroughoutthe year, making it easier
for customers to deal with high winter heating bills. While decoupling adjustments are
not difficult to implement, a SFV rate design, when fully implemented, will remove the
need for any additional administrative proceedings to review decoupling adjustments.
Consumers have made investment dedsior>s based on expectations regarding
natural gas pricing and fairness compels us to move at a measiired pace when making
fundamental changes in rate design. For this reason, the Commission should carefully
consider the appropriate transition path.
On tiie question of how to transition to a fixed charge rate design, Duke and the
Staff have proposed a modified SFV rate design in which the customer charge would be
set at $2025 per bill in year one and $25.33 per bill in year two. Fully implementing a SFV
rate design would require a customer charge in excess of $30 per residential consumer bill.
Duke and the Staff also proposed and the Comnussion has expanded a "POot Low Income
Program" that would provide some low income consumers a discount to cushion the
impact of the change in rate design
In my view, the pace of the transition in this case is more rapid than should be
selected given the consumer expectations created by long-standing rate design practices
and the recovery of fixed costs should be fully decoupled from sales voliunes dtuing the
transition.
The pace of tiie transition proposed in the stipulation could send tiie wrong
message to consumers with respect to energy conservation. Consumers who have made
efficiency investments and reduced their consumption could see a significant increase in
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the regulated portion of their bills, while their neighbors who have implemented no
energy efficiency measures and are high use customers will see the regulated portion of
their gas bills decline by similar amounts. Given rising gas commodity costs, increasing
dependence on foreign sources of gas supply, and the likely adoption of limits on
greenhouse gas emissions from the bunting of fossil fuels, erKrouraging the adoption of
cost effective energy efficiency measures should be among our highest priorities. A more
gradual transition to a SFV rate design would minimize near term bill increases for low
use consumers recognizing the investments that many of these consumers have made to
reduce their gas usage, allow consumers to capture a greater portion of the expected
benefits of such investments, and avoid the appearance that the Commission is rewarding
high use by lowering the gas bills of high use aistomers.
Second, diunng the period covered by tiiis Order, the modified SFV approach will
not fully decouple recovery of the Company's fixed costs from sales volumes, A modest
three percent reduction in sales during the first year would represent a loss to Duke of the
opportunity to recover more tiian a million dollars of itsfixedcosts.
To address these concerns, I would reach tiie following result.
First, the recommendation of the Staff and Company should be modified to reduce
the year one customer charge for all residential cor\sumers to $16.25 per residential bill and
establish the base level of the year two customer char^ for all residential consumers at
$21.33.
Second, consistent witii the majority opinion, the Company should review and
further enhance its weatiierization and conservation program offerings. As one part of
this review, Duke should adopt the objective of making cost-effective weatherization and
conservation programs available to all low income consumers and to ramp up programs to
facilitate implementation of all such measures as rapidly as reasoitably practicable. Low
income consumers often face difficult choices between pa5dng their «iergy bills and
meeting other essential needs, yet may be among tile last to be able to take advantage of
cost-effective energy efficiency investments. Consumers who struggle to make ends meet
often find it difficult to pay for the initial cost of efficiency measures. And, many low
income consumers live in rental housing with landlords who have littie incentive to install
efficiency measures that would reduce tiieir tenants' utility billsThird, in conjunction with filing a proposal for approval of significantiy expanded
energy efficiency programs and recovery of the costs of such programs, I would invite the
Company to propose an interim decoupling adjustment. This adjustment should be
structured to adjust the second and subsequent year base customer charge of $21.33 for the
difference, on a per customer bill basis, between the portion of die Company's fixed cost
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residential revenue requirement tiiat is allocated to volumetric rates and tiie revenues
recovered for such fixed costs through volumetric rates at weather normalized sales levels.
To meet the energy challenges of the 21*t Century, Ohio will need to greatiy
improve the efficiency with which we use all forms of energy including natural gas.
Efficient price signals will be an important, but not sufficient, element in this
transformation. Our increasing knowledge of behavioral economics and experience with
utility energy efficiency programs has shown that utility efficiency programs can produce
significant net economic benefits. The Commission needs to encourage the cost-effective
expansion of such programs. And, we should not wait through the completion of a miultiyear transition to a SFV rate design before doing so in full measure.

Z/f^^,, ^C.^eifj?e.
'avil A. Centolella, Commissioner

